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Paro Group Ltd
Paro Group Ltd is a small but growing
company, specialising in fire, access,
intruder and CCTV design, specification,
installation, commissioning and
maintenance. Based in the West Midlands
they have recently carried out an installation
as part of a substantial upgrade of office
and warehousing space for a well-known
bathroom manufacturer in Redditch.
To provide a lightweight but strong high
level cable support system they selected
the new FastConnect wire basket by
Tamlex, specialist steel cable management
manufacturers from Telford.
The unique patented FastConnect coupling
system is simplicity itself compared to
other established products available. Just
a simple push down to clip together the
lengths of basket tray is all that is needed.
No tools are required . In fact Anthony
Lawrence, Paro Group Senior Engineer
said, “if our apprentice can install it with no
experience it must be a good system! It goes

together really easily and has sped up
the installation.” “Time and efficiency is
very important to us on any installation”
added Kerstin Collier from the group’s
headquarters, “and given that the
requirement was to fit over 50 wireless
access points and more than 70 cameras,
as well as cabling for several hundred
data points, this process was made so
much faster by the use of the tray to save
time on installing the containment we
needed.”
FastConnect lengths are supplied
with a coupler at one end to save time
resourcing separate items and all wire
ends have been de-burred to prevent any
snagging or damage as cables are laid
in. FastConnect complies with EN 61537
for electrical continuity and C6 corrosion
resistance. This year sees Tamlex
celebrating 50 years of continuous UK
manufacturing.
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